
LANDFORM YOGA!  
Photo taken looking SOUTH -- 

West flank of anticline in Ophir Canyon. 

East West

Note the tilt of the rock layers. 

The tilt, measured from horizontal, is called their “dip”

or, less formally, their “slope.”

BIG CONCEPTS

Tectonics Rules!!

Tectonics does the BIG stuff... determines highs and lows. 

Ophir Canyon is a superb place to witness 
Evidence of present extensional tectonics AND
Evidence of past compressional tectonics 

The ranges of the Basin and Range look high because the basins of the Basin and Range have dropped.
How have geologists figured out that counter-intuitive relationship?

Thursday, October 6, 2016 from 5 PM-7:15 PM.
Earth Science Outside: Tooele County Geology and Heritage

Meet at the intersection of Route 73 and Ophir Canyon Road. 

OPHIR CANYON
Tectonics Past and Present

OnTrack # 59028 Section 81264 for teachers. Geologically inquisitive adults welcome.
More information: www.earthscienceeducation.org 
Participants must sign info sheet and waiver (final pages of this handout)

Please treat this a DRAFT... and suggest improvements... this program does NOT have spell check... 
Please improve this handout! It needs your suggestions and your images. . 



CLUES... also known as evidence. 
Topography: Range is high. Valley is low.
Materials: Sediments are young. Bedrock is old. 
Faults cut the sediments and the bedrock. The western range front fault cuts an alluvial fan that is younger 
than the one cut by the range front fault to the east.
If a fault cuts rock layers of the bedrock, which is older the fault or those rock layerss of the bedrock?
If a fault cuts sediments, which is older, the fault or the sediments?
If sediments are young... is the fault young?
Any ideas how we might determing the age of the faults?

TECTONICS PRESENT... 

how do we “know” it’s the present?



INTERPRETATION of RANGE FRONT TECTONICS

Youngest Fault

Older fault
Older alluvial fan

Younger alluvial fan
Old bedrock

Tilt!

Which of these is the oldest?
Older alluvial fan, youngest 
fault, old bedrock, old fault, 
younger alluvial fan, or tilt?

Try putting them in order 
oldest to youngest.

Simplified cross-section. 
A cross-section is a drawing of a slice of 
the geology. This slice runs west to east

West                            Cross-section Looking North                        East

Portion of the geologic map of Ophir quad by Kirby. 



COMPRESSIONAL FORCES... meaning COMPRESSIONAL TECTONICS
SHORTENS regions of Earth’s crust, and thickens the crust regionally.

This can result in generally high topography and great mountain chains. 



EXTENSIONAL FORCES... meaning EXTENSIONAL TECTONICS
LENGTHENS regions of Earth’s crust, and thins the crust regionally.

This can result in high and low topography such as the Basin and Range. 
The mountains don’t get much higher. But they look impressively high 
because the valleys have dropped in relationship to them.

What evidence would there be that the folding is older than the extensional faulting?
OR... What evidence would there be that the folding is younger?



EVIDENCE --

West limb of the anticline. 
Looking north. 
Note Peg Alderman for scale and her 
representation of the tilt of bedrock

Crest of the anticline. 
Ophir, looking south. Genevieve Atwood 
for scale and representation of the nearly 

horizontal layering of the bedrock.

East limb of the anticline.
City park east of Ophir. Looking north. Peg 

Alderman for scale and representation of the tilt 
of the bedrock. 



INTERPRETATION --

Sketch the layering of the three images on the previous page... into the boxes. 

Space for reflective writing ... or sketching. 

West East

Ophir



How do we ... or might we... know about the conditions of ... (the letters refer to the diagram on the next 
page

Time E   .... this is NOW!

Time D?

Time C?

Time B?

Time A?

SO... what are some of the pieces of the puzzle? 
What do we “know” and how do we know it?



PUTTING the evidence into logical sequence:
Every landform has a story, its history. The evidence we’ve seen has an order of 
older than and younger than. 



Was that too big a jump? Too fast? Too much about “answers” versus inquiry?

In groups of a few folks: 

Talk about what you gained confidence seeing or knowing.

Talk about what didn’t quite  make sense... and why it didn’t quite click.

Talk about what did click! And why. 

What do you really think about TECTONICS?

Teachers registered for credit... fill out the next page... 
To show attendance. 


